Abstract. Let f : pR, mq Ñ S be a local homomorphism of Noetherian local rings. Consider two endomorphisms of finite length (i.e., with zero-dimensional closed fibers) ϕ : R Ñ R and ψ : S Ñ S, satisfying ψ˝f " f˝ϕ. Then ψ induces a finite length endomorphism ψ : S{f pmqS Ñ S{f pmqS. When f is flat, under the assumption that S is Cohen-Macaulay we prove an additivity formula: h loc pψq " h loc pϕq`h loc pψq for local entropy.
Introduction
All rings in this note are assumed to be Noetherian, local, commutative and with identity element 1.
The notion of local entropy associated with an endomorphism of finite length of a Noetherian local ring was introduced in [1] . We recall a few definitions and results from [1] .
Definition 1 ([1, Definition 1])
. A local homomorphism f : pR, mq Ñ pS, nq of Noetherian local rings is said to be of finite length, if one of the following equivalent conditions holds: a) f pmqS is n-primary; b) The closed fiber of f has dimension zero; c) If p is a prime ideal of S such that f´1ppq " m, then p " n; d) If q is any m-primary ideal of R, then f pqqS is n-primary.
Definition 2 ([1, Definition 5]).
A local algebraic dynamical system pR, ϕq consists of a Noetherian local ring R and an endomorphism of finite length ϕ : R Ñ R. By a morphism f : pR, ϕq Ñ pS, ψq between two local algebraic dynamical systems we mean a local homomorphism f : R Ñ S satisfying ψ˝f " f˝ϕ.
Theorem ([1, Theorem 1]). Let pR, m, ϕq be a local algebraic dynamical system. Write ϕ n for the n-fold composition of ϕ with itself and let length R p´q denote the length of an R-module of finite length. Then the limit h loc pϕq :" lim nÑ8 1 n log plength R pR{ϕ n pmqRqq exists and is a nonnegative real number.
The invariant h loc pϕq is called the local entropy of ϕ. Local entropy can be calculated using any m-primary ideal:
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Proof. This is a particular case of [1, Proposition 18] . We refer the reader to loc. cit. for a proof.
This paper is concerned with the following question asked by Craig Huneke: Question 1. Let f : pR, m, ϕq Ñ pS, n, ψq be a morphism between two local algebraic dynamical systems. Then by definition of morphism, ψ˝f " f˝ϕ. The ideal f pmqS is quickly seen to be ψ-stable (i.e., ψ pf pmqSq Ď f pmqS). Thus, ψ induces a finite length endomorphism ψ : S{f pmqS Ñ S{f pmqS. If f is flat, does it hold that
We mention two cases in which the answer to Question 1 is affirmative: (1) When dim R " dim S, the question has an affirmative answer, as shown in [1, 
Main result
We will use the following Flatness Criterion in the proof of our main result, Theorem 1, as well as in Example 1. The reader can find a proof of this result in [2, Corollary to Theorem 22.5].
Theorem (Flatness Criterion). Let f : pR, mq Ñ pS, nq be a local homomorphism of Noetherian local rings and let M be a finite S-module. For y 1 , . . . , y n P n write y i for the images of y i in S{f pmqS. Then the following conditions are equivalent: a) y 1 , . . . , y n is an M -regular sequence and M { ř n 1 y i M is flat over R; b) y 1 , . . . , y n is an pM {f pmqM q-regular sequence and M is flat over R.
We will also need the following elementary statement: Proposition 1. Let f : pR, mq Ñ S be a local homomorphism of finite length of Noetherian local rings. Let M be an R-module of finite length. Then a) M b R S is of finite length as an S-module. b) length S pM b R Sq ď length R pM q¨length S pS{f pmqSq. c) If f is flat, then length S pM b R Sq " length R pM q¨length S pS{f pmqSq.
Proof. By induction on length R pM q.
We begin with showing that without assuming flatness, an inequality will still hold between local entropies: Proposition 2. Let f : pR, m, ϕq Ñ pS, n, ψq be a morphism between two local algebraic dynamical systems and let ψ : S{f pmqS Ñ S{f pmqS be the endomorphism induced by ψ. Then the following inequality holds:
Proof. The composition of maps R f Ñ S Ñ S{ψ n pnqS gives a local homomorphism of finite length R Ñ S{ψ n pnqS. Applying Proposition 1, we can write:
length S pS{ψ n pnqSq " length S ppR{ϕ n pmqRq b R pS{ψ n pnqSq ď length R pR{ϕ n pmqRq¨length S pS{pf pmqS`ψ n pnqSqq.
We obtain the desired inequality by applying logarithm, dividing by n and taking limits as n Ñ 8. We now give an affirmative answer to Question 1 in the particular case when S is Cohen-Macaulay: Theorem 1. Let f : pR, m, ϕq Ñ pS, n, ψq be a flat morphism between two local algebraic dynamical systems and let ψ : S{f pmqS Ñ S{f pmqS be the endomorphism induced by ψ. If S is Cohen-Macaulay, then
Proof. Since f is flat, the Cohen-Macaulayness of S implies that the rings R and S{f pmqS are also Cohen-Macaulay (see, e.g., [2, Corollary to Theorem 23.3]). Since S{f pmqS is Cohen-Macaulay, there exists a (non-unique) sequence of elements y 1 , . . . , y d 1 P n of length d 1 " dimpS{f pmqSq, whose images in S{f pmqS form an pS{f pmqSq-regular sequence. Note that by the Flatness Criterion mentioned earlier, y 1 , . . . , y d 1 is an S-regular sequence. Let q 1 Ă S be the ideal generated by y 1 , . . . , y d 1 . We claim that for any integer n ě 0, the ring S{ψ n pq 1 qS is flat over R via the composition of maps
Since R f Ñ S is flat, the claim will be established by the Flatness Criterion, if we can show that the images of ψ n py 1 q, . . . , ψ n py d 1 q in S{f pmqS form an pS{f pmqSq-regular sequence. These images coincide with elements
where y i is the image of y i in S{f pmqS. That ψ n py 1 q, . . . , ψ n py d 1 q is an pS{f pmqSqregular sequence is an immediate consequence of Remark 3, the fact that y 1 , . . . , y d 1 is a maximal pS{f pmqSq-regular sequence, and the fact that ψ n is an endomorphism of finite length of S{f pmqS (hence, the image under ψ n of any system of parameters is again a system of parameters in S{f pmqS). Now let x 1 , . . . , x d P m be an R-regular sequence of length d " dim R and let q Ă R be the ideal generated by x 1 , . . . , x d . By Remark 3, q is generated by a system of parameters in R. By the flatness of S{q 1 S over R via the composition of maps shown in 2.2 (taking n " 0), the images of f px 1 q, . . . , f px d q in S{q 1 S form an pS{q 1 Sq-regular sequence. This means y 1 , . . . , y d 1 , f px 1 q, . . . , f px d q is an S-regular sequence. Moreover, since f is flat,
(see, e.g., [2, Theorem 15.1]). Hence, ty 1 , . . . , y d 1 , f px 1 q, . . . , f px d qu is a system of parameters in S, by Remark 3. Let Q Ă S be the ideal generated by
We note that for any integer n ě 0
where the last isomorphism quickly follows from the fact that ψ˝f " f˝ϕ. Since S{ψ n pq 1 qS is flat over R and
the homomorphism R Ñ S{ψ n pq 1 qS obtained by composing the maps given in 2.2 is in fact, of finite length. Hence, Proposition 1-c) applies and from 2.3 we obtain length S pS{ψ n pQqSq " length S`R ϕ n pqqR b R S ψ n pq 1 qS" length R pR{ϕ n pqqRq¨length S`S {rf pmqS`ψ n pq 1 qSs˘.
After applying logarithm to both sides, dividing by n and taking limits as n Ñ 8, we obtain the desired Equation 2.1, by Lemma 1.
Example 1. In this example we will apply Theorem 1 to calculate local entropy of a specific endomorphism. Consider the endomorphism of the ring pZ{2Zq x, y, w, s that maps x, y, w and s to x 3`s3 , y 3 , w 5`x2 and xs 2 , respectively. This endomorphism is of finite length, because if p is a minimal prime ideal of px 3`s3 , y 3 , w 5x 2 , xs 2 q, then as one can quickly see, p " px, y, w, sq. One can also verify quickly that the ideal ps 6 , y 3`x2 q is stable under this endomorphism. Thus, we obtain an induced ring endomorphism:
pZ{2Zq x, y, w, s ps 6 , y 3`x2 q Ñ pZ{2Zq x, y, w, s ps 6 , y 3`x2 q .
To abbreviate notation we will write S for the ring pZ{2Zq x, y, w, s {ps 6 , y 3`x2 q. Our goal in this example is to calculate h loc pψq, the local entropy of ψ. We will do this by constructing a flat homomorphism into the ring S and then using Theorem 1. Note that S is Cohen-Macaulay by virtue of being a complete intersection. Let R " pZ{2Zq y and let ϕ : R Ñ R be the endomorphism that maps y to y 3 . To define a homomorphism f : R Ñ S set f pyq " y and then extend it linearly to all of R. It is evident that f˝ϕ " ψ˝f . From the Flatness Criterion that was stated earlier, it quickly follows that f is flat. Hence, by Theorem 1 h loc pψq " h loc pϕq`h loc pψq " log 3`h loc pψq, where as usual ψ is the endomorphism induced by ψ on S{yS. (That h loc pϕq " log 3 can be calculated quickly, using the definition of local entropy.) The ring S{yS is isomorphic to S 1 :" pZ{2Zq x, w, s {ps 6 , x 2 q and ψ maps x, w and s to s 3 , w 5 and xs 2 , respectively. To calculate h loc pψq, we construct another flat homomorphism, this time into S 1 . Let R 1 :" pZ{2Zq w and let ϕ 1 : R 1 Ñ R 1 be the endomorphism that maps w to w 5 . To define a homomorphism f 1 : R 1 Ñ S 1 set f 1 pwq " w and then extend it linearly to all of R 1 . Again it is evident that f˝ϕ " ψ˝f and the flatness of f 1 quickly follows from the Flatness Criterion that was stated earlier. By Theorem 1, and using the fact that the local entropy of an endomorphism of a zero-dimensional local ring is zero ([1, Corollary 16]) , we obtain h loc pψq " log 5. Hence, h loc pψq " log 3`log 5.
